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PROBLEM DEFINITION
 

What if you could predict the future?  What if you could have foreseen the internet? What about the 
smart phone? If you had known about this back in 1989, where would you be today? Think of all the 
things you would have invented to exploit these major shifts that changed the very fabric of our lives.

If you think that's impossible, you're wrong.  In fact, it’s relatively fun and easy if you know how. You 
don’t have to be Steve Jobs or Sir Richard Branson, you need only know their secret, a secret shared 
by many innovators and visionaries.

It’s ALL about connecting the dots.  

We began our journey developing a solution to remove barriers to home ownership in urban, high 
cost of living areas. However, we soon realized that we were developing a solution with a very limited 
life-span. As we ventured deeper into the problem, we repeatedly encountered guideposts, signs, or 
“dots” all pointing to a shift in how city-dwellers of the future will live. 

As we rapidly began connecting the dots, a new future emerged in our collective vision and we began 
to see numerous game-changing opportunities for credit unions. At this point we knew that we had a 
far more important problem to solve. How do we help more credit unions connect the dots, and 
faster? 

As the speed of change in our environments increases, how might credit unions better understand 
their market’s future and be prepared to take advantage of it?
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTION
 

Introducing Dots, a futurist guide deck for credit union leaders. With Dots, anyone can uncover future 
opportunities like a visionary strategist. 

Exploring the future with Dots is easy. Numbered cards guide your discovery process and 
conversation. Answer the discussion questions on each card and uncover key insights, or “dots”. Next 
“connect the dots” to reveal future opportunities. 

Dots is ideal for executive teams, boards, managers, and staff. Its numbered domain cards can be 
used again and again as a critical input to strategic planning, scenario exploration, and innovation 
processes. Dots is versatile and adaptable to any market or credit union regardless of size. Its 
structured approach facilitates a holistic evaluation of future conditions. Suddenly predicting the future 
is easy. The best part about Dots: users are limited by only their own imagination in exploiting 
opportunities to propel your organization past your competitors.

Dots is a futurist exploration guide to help you discover 
tomorrow’s key opportunities for your market, today. 

Dots contains twelve domain cards. Each card facilitates a discussion about future conditions. When 
in the future? You decide. Its deck of cards style design makes the exercise fun and approachable for 
many different types of users. You don’t need training to use Dots. You don’t need to hire a consultant 
to use Dots. To utilize Dots effectively you need only an open and curious mind, and access to the 
internet. 

Twelve Domains

1. Population and Demographics
2. Household and Family
3. Income and Wealth
4. Transportation
5. Environment
6. Social Trends
7. Local Economy
8. CU Income Drivers
9. Government and Public Policy
10. Housing
11. Technology
12. Wild Card
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PROTOTYPE

Dots Twelve-Card Futurist Guide Deck..
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TESTING AND RESULTS

We created Dots as a framework and tool to help credit union stakeholders evaluate their 
markets with a futurist lens and uncover key opportunities and unseen strategic direction. We 
believe that people can accomplish virtually anything if given enough time to plan, try, fail, 
iterate, and refine. Dots is an important weapon in the strategist’s arsenal because it allows 
them to explore plausible futures now, ahead of virtually everyone else. Meeting the 
challenges of 2030 will be a lot less daunting if we begin work on them today, in 2018.

However, this is all just a lot of big talk if Dots doesn’t work.

We put Dots to the test using the Seattle, Washington, metropolitan area as a case study.  
We served as our initial test group. Together we are four credit union executives from varying 
institutions, disciplines, geographic locations, and backgrounds. We utilized publicly available 
online sources such as federal, state, and local plans, predictions, and research; academic 
research; private companies’ research and plans; news; personal experience; anecdotal 
evidence; popular culture; economic papers; and white papers and research from various 
industries affecting the 12 domains. While this seems like a lot of research, the information 
was easy and quick to find with simply a tablet or smartphone. It is also important to note that 
all of this information was free. We did not purchase any research during our pilot. Finally the 
majority of our research was conducted independently by an individual not familiar with the 
Seattle area.

While exploring each of the 12 domains to gather insights, or “Dots”, to connect, we made the 
following observations about the tool:

• The tool is scalable and can be used effectively by one person alone or many 
people together.

• The tool can be used over the course of many sessions or during a single session. 

• Using multiple sessions to deeply dive into each domain resulted in a richer context 
for discussion; however, we do not want to discount the value of deploying the tool in 
conjunction with more rapid ideation techniques. We recommend both methods for 
the fullest experience.

• Gathering insights across all 12 domains resulted in a very fertile ground for new 
and great ideas to rapidly emerge. We noted that this is a different approach as 
contemporary techniques are more silo’d and do not take as holistic a view. This 
greatly limits vision and ideation, in our opinion. 

• Dots is a versatile tool and works well as an input for scenario exploration, strategic 
planning, and innovation techniques.

• Dots is flexible enough to be adapted to any time frame, be it 1-year or 50-years.

• Dots can be used with virtually any US market, large or small.

• Our test group did observe that our prior training and experience with the Filene 
Innovation Method conferred some amount of ease and advantage in using the tool 
that may not exist with users lacking similar exposure.
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• Dots is easier than scenario cards to use and understand because it does not ask 
the user to make an abstract risk assessment (likelihood and impact). We 
recommend Dots as a companion to scenario cards because it prepares the user to 
make an informed judgment about the likelihood of any given scenario in their 
specific market.

A Peek at the Future

Our case study of Seattle using Dots was a big success. Our measure of this success was 
simple: Dots produced deep insights and clear opportunity areas for the future. Dots also very 
clearly pointed out the business shifts that may be coming. We feel a lot better knowing that 
we have a reliable method to prepare for these shifts now, rather than missing them entirely 
(video store, anyone?).

At this point you are probably wanting to know what the future is going to look like. Following 
are a few key takeaways from our look at Seattle 2030 with Dots.

• The way that people live in housing is going to begin shifting
• A shift away from the single family home
• Co-living
• Subscription housing
• Micro-housing
• Multi-family housing
• Multi-generational housing

• An aging population means an opportunity to focus two key demographics in the 
future: 65+ and caregivers

• Partnership with government and community stakeholders is important now. These 
groups are actively planning to build the Seattle of 2030. Credit Unions should be an 
integral part of that process, lest they be left out of the future entirely. We must begin 
to think about partnership beyond a means to open more accounts.

• In some key opportunity/shift areas, credit unions are limited by current regulation or 
law. Advocacy is critical now. But, we need to know what we are asking for and why. 
These changes are slow to make and take a group effort.

This is just a taste of the many things we saw when we used Dots. If you want to know the 
rest, get your own Dots Futurist Guide Deck.
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BUSINESS MODEL 

We are passionate about a future that includes credit unions filling a much larger role in the 
US and global financial services market. In order for that vision to become reality, we must 
equip credit unions today with the tools necessary to prepare for tomorrow. This vision 
includes all credit unions, not just the large and resource-rich. This desire drove us to design 
a tool that is deployable for virtually no-cost. However, we recognize opportunities to assist 
credit unions in this process and develop revenue streams that serve to fund future 
endeavors like Dots. 

As observed during our testing phase, teams with no exposure to similar methods may be 
well served with an opportunity for fee-based expert facilitation or guidance. In addition, we 
also see an opportunity for a fixed cost research companion containing key insights and data 
from the twelve domains, specific to their individual market. This data enhancement could be 
purchased by credit unions wishing to utilize Dots, but without the time or inclination to 
perform their own market research. Research as an add-on purchase is economically 
feasible for Filene as most major US metropolitan areas have a decent concentration of credit 
unions. These research reports could be prepared annually but sold to many credit unions, 
thus covering the cost for preparation and with a healthy profit margin.

Finally we see the opportunity and need for “futurist training”. This type of offering, either 
online or in -person, in a conference or credit union setting, would be another way to address 
the experience-gap with this type of technique. Online or conference based sessions could 
be monetized with a reasonable profit margin because many customers can be served 
simultaneously from the same or original effort.

Recommended Deployment and Fee Structure

• Dots, 12-Card Futurist Guide Deck - Free printed deck with Filene Membership, free 
download for all credit unions

• Research Companion - Flat Fee, standard data, market specific

• Custom Research - Price TBD by project scope

• Facilitation - Price determined by number of sessions and delivery
• In-person facilitation recommended, but virtual facilitation should be explored to 

make this option more accessible to small organizations with resource constraints.

• Training - Online flat or subscription-based fee, conference or on-site TBD

We see ample opportunity to assist credit unions where needed, develop important revenue 
streams, and provide this essential tool to everyone, regardless of asset-size for no-cost.
We recognize the importance of continued development of new tools to help credit unions 
succeed in the future. This is critical to the success of our industry. Monetizing certain 
aspects of this offering where appropriate is key to make these efforts sustainable.
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COMMENTS, NEXT STEPS, AND CALL TO ACTION
 

The future is coming and we want to see you there.

Individually as credit unions and together as a movement we can realize our vision of a future 
where credit unions play a significantly larger role in consumer finance. Moreover, we can be 
known as the industry leaders and innovators of financial services. We just have to connect 
the dots.

Now is the right time to incorporate futurism into your strategic planning processes. You have 
everything you need to get started. Try Dots with your executive team and board. See the 
future and identify key opportunities. Begin planning now to exploit them when they arrive.

Connect the dots and then connect with us!
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ABOUT FILENE
Filene Research Institute is an independent, consumer finance think and do tank. We are 
dedicated to scientific and thoughtful analysis about issues affecting the future of credit 
unions, retail banking, and cooperative finance.

Deeply embedded in the credit union tradition is an ongoing search for better ways to 
understand and serve credit union members. Open inquiry, the free flow of ideas, and debate 
are essential parts of the true democratic process. Since 1989, through Filene, leading 
scholars and thinkers have analyzed managerial problems, public policy questions, and 
consumer needs for the benefit of the credit union system. We support research, innovation, 
and impact that enhance the well-being of consumers and assist credit unions and other 
financial cooperatives in adapting to rapidly changing economic, legal, and social 
environments.

We’re governed by an administrative board made up of credit union CEOs, the CEOs of 
CUNA & Affiliates and CUNA Mutual Group, and the chairman of the American Association of 
Credit Union Leagues (AACUL). Our research priorities are determined by a national 
Research Council comprised of credit union CEOs and the president/CEO of the Credit Union 
Executives Society.

We live by the famous words of our namesake, credit union and retail pioneer Edward A. 
Filene: “Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.” 
Together, Filene and our thousands of supporters seek progress for credit unions by 
challenging the status quo, thinking differently, looking outside, asking and answering tough 
questions, and collaborating with like-minded organizations.

Filene is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Nearly 1,000 members make our research, 
innovation, and impact programs possible. Learn more at filene.org. 

“Progress is the constant replacing of the best there is with something still better.”

—Edward A. Filene
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